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INTEGRATED CONTROL OF ACTIVE TIRE 
STEER AND BRAKES 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention generally relates to control 
systems for automotive vehicles, and more particularly 
relates to an integrated control of an active steering system 
and a brake system of an automotive vehicle for improving 
upon a handling, stability, and a maneuverability of the 
automotive vehicle. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Some automotive vehicles knoWn in the art utiliZe 
an active brake control to enhance a directional stability of 
the vehicle at or close to a limit of adhesion. Some other 
automotive vehicles knoWn in the art utiliZe a limited active 
control of a rear tire steering angle in order to improve a 
vehicle handling and maneuverability at loW speeds. More 
recently, automotive vehicles are utiliZing a limited active 
control of a front tire steering angle to introduce a steering 
correction to a steering angle commanded by a vehicle 
driver in an effort to improve a vehicle directional stability. 
The present invention addresses a need for an integrated 
control of vehicle brakes, and a front tire steering angle 
and/or a rear tire steering angle. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] One form of the present invention is an integrated 
active steering and braking control method for a vehicle. 
First, a ?rst corrective yaW moment for the vehicle as a 
function of a steering angle of an aXle of the vehicle is 
determined, and a second corrective yaW moment for the 
vehicle as a function of a speed differential betWeen a ?rst 
tire and a second tire of the vehicle is determined. Second, 
a corrective steering signal is provided to a steering system 
of the vehicle Whereby the ?rst corrective yaW moment is 
applied to the vehicle, and a corrective braking signal is 
provided to a braking system of the vehicle Whereby the 
second corrective yaW moment is applied to the vehicle. 

[0004] A second form of the present invention is also an 
integrated active steering and braking control method for a 
vehicle. First, a desired speed differential betWeen the speed 
of the ?rst tire and the speed of the second tire is determined. 
Second, a desired steering angle of the aXle as a function of 
said desired speed differential is determined. 

[0005] A third form of the present invention is also an 
integrated active steering and braking control method for a 
vehicle. First, a feedforWard portion of a corrective front 
steering angle signal in response to a plurality of operational 
signals indicative of an operational state of the vehicle is 
determined. Second, a feedforWard portion of a corrective 
rear steering angle signal in response to said plurality of 
operational signals. 
[0006] A fourth form of the present invention is also an 
integrated active steering and braking control system for a 
vehicle comprising a ?rst controller and a second controller. 
The ?rst controller is operable to determine a ?rst corrective 
yaW moment for the vehicle as a function of a steering angle 
of an aXle of the vehicle, and to determine a second 
corrective yaW moment for the vehicle as a function of a 
speed differential betWeen a ?rst tire and a second tire of the 
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vehicle. The second controller is operable to provide a 
corrective steering signal to a steering system of the vehicle 
Whereby the ?rst corrective yaW moment is applied to the 
vehicle, and to provide a corrective braking signal to a 
braking system of the vehicle Whereby the second corrective 
yaW moment is applied to the vehicle. 

[0007] A ?fth form of the present invention is also an 
integrated active steering and braking control system for a 
vehicle. The system comprises a means for determining a 
feedforWard portion of a corrective front steering angle 
signal in response to a plurality of operational signals 
indicative of an operational state of the vehicle. The system 
further comprises a means for determining a feedforWard 
portion of a corrective rear steering angle signal in response 
to said plurality of operational signals. 

[0008] A siXth form of the present invention is a vehicle 
comprising an aXle, a ?rst tire, a second tire, and an 
integrated active steering and braking control system. The 
system is operable to determine a desired speed differential 
betWeen a speed of the ?rst tire and a speed of the second tire 
and to determine a desired steering angle of the aXle as a 
function of the desired speed differential. 

[0009] The foregoing forms, and other forms, features and 
advantages of the present invention Will become further 
apparent from the folloWing detailed description of the 
presently preferred embodiments, read in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWings. The detailed description and 
draWings are merely illustrative of the present invention 
rather than limiting, the scope of the present invention being 
de?ned by the appended claims and equivalents thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1A is a vector diagram illustrating a yaW 
moment of a vehicle that is generated by a differential 
braking of a pair of front tires of the vehicle as knoWn in the 
art; 

[0011] FIG. 1B is a vector diagram illustrating a yaW 
moment of a vehicle that is generated by a front tire steering 
of the vehicle as knoWn in the art; 

[0012] FIG. 1C is a vector diagram illustrating a yaW 
moment of a vehicle that is generated by a differential 
braking of a pair of rear tires of the vehicle as knoWn in the 
art; 

[0013] FIG. 1D is a vector diagram illustrating a yaW 
moment of a vehicle that is generated by a rear tire steering 
of the vehicle as knoWn in the art; 

[0014] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
coordinated control system in accordance With the present 
invention; 

[0015] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
vehicle reference model of FIG. 2 in accordance With the 
present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating three (3) feedforWard 
gain curves for an active rear steer as a function of a vehicle 

speed in accordance With the present invention; 

[0017] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
surface coef?cient estimator in accordance With the present 
invention; 
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[0018] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
side slip velocity estimator in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0019] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
vehicle level brake/steer controller in accordance With the 
present invention; and 

[0020] FIG. 8 is a graph of a lateral tire force vs. a tire slip 
angle in accordance With the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0021] Referring to FIGS. 1A-1D, a vehicle 10 including 
a front axle 11 having a front left tire 12 and a front right tire 
13 coupled thereto, and a rear axle 14 having a rear left tire 
15 and a rear right tire 16 coupled thereto is shoWn. As 
knoWn by those having ordinary skill in the art, a response 
of vehicle 10 in a yaW plane is primarily dictated by a 
combination of longitudinal tire forces and lateral tire forces 
being applied to tires 11, 12, 15, and 16. Good handling of 
vehicle 10 in the yaW plane requires that a yaW rate (i.e. a 
rate of rotation of vehicle 10 about a vertical axis 17 passing 
through the center of gravity of vehicle 10) and a lateral 
acceleration of vehicle 10 be consistent With driver inten 
tions, subject to a physical limit imposed by a surface 
coefficient of adhesion. Since the vehicle yaW rate is deter 
mined by a yaW moment acting on vehicle 10 (i.e. a moment 
of forces about vertical axis 17), a main mechanism to 
control vehicle yaW response is by generating a corrective 
yaW moment. This can be achieved by applying one or more 
brakes (not shown) to tires 11, 12, 15, and/or 16; by a change 
in a steering angle of front axle 11; or by a change in a 
steering angle of rear axle 14. 

[0022] For example, When vehicle 10 is being driven 
straight as illustrated in FIG. 1A, a brake force EX can be 
applied to front right tire 13 to generate corrective yaW 
moment AMZ1 in a clockWise direction about vertical axis 
17. Corrective yaW moment AMZ1 can be computed by the 
folloWing equation (1): 

AMZ1=FX*(lw/2) (1) 
[0023] Where tW is a track Width. In a linear range of tire 
operation, brake force EX can be approximated by the fol 
loWing equation (2): 

FX=CX*7~=CX*(AV1I1/v) (2) 
[0024] Where CX is a tire longitudinal stiffness; )L is a brake 
slip; Avh1 is a difference in a linear speed of tire 12 and a 
linear speed of tire 13; and v is a vehicle speed of vehicle 10. 
Combining equations (1) and (2) yields the folloWing equa 
tion (3): 

AMZ1=CX*(lw/2)*AV1I1/v (3) 
[0025] As illustrated in FIG. 1B, tire 12 and tire 13 can 
also be controlled to generate corrective yaW moment AMZ2 
as a function of incremental front steering angle Aof. Cor 
rective yaW moment AMZ2 can be computed by the folloW 
ing equation (4): 

[0026] Where a is the distance from axis 17 to front axle 
11; and Fyl is the total lateral force on both tire 12 and tire 
13, Which in the linear range of tire operation can be 
computed by the folloWing equation (5): 
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[0027] Where Cy is a cornering stiffness coefficient of both 
tire 12 and tire 13. Thus, corrective yaW moment AMZ2 can 
also be computed by the folloWing equation (6): 

[0028] Equating yaW moment AMZ2 to yaW moment AMZ1 
can be accomplished by computing front steering angle Aof 
under the folloWing equation (7) With the assumption that 
tire longitudinal stiffness coef?cient CX and tire lateral stiff 
ness Cy are approximately equal: 

[0029] Also by example, When vehicle 10 is being driven 
straight as illustrated in FIG. 1C, brake force EX can be 
applied to rear right tire 16 to generate corrective yaW 
moment AMZ3 in a clockwise direction about vertical axis 
17. Corrective yaW moment AMZ3 can be computed by 
equation In a linear range of tire operation, brake force 
EX can be approximated by the folloWing equation (8): 

[0030] Where CX is a tire longitudinal stiffness; )L is a brake 
slip; AVh2 is a difference in a linear speed of tire 15 and a 
linear speed of tire 16; and v is a vehicle speed of vehicle 10. 
Combining equations (1) and (8) yields the folloWing equa 
tion (9): 

[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 1D, tire 15 and tire 16 can 
also be controlled to generate corrective yaW moment AMZ4 
as a function of incremental rear steering angle Aor. Cor 
rective yaW moment AMZ4 can be computed by the folloW 
ing equation (10): 

[0032] Where b is the distance from axis 17 to rear axle 14; 
and Fy2 is the total lateral force on both tire 15 and tire 16, 
Which in the linear range of tire operation can be computed 
by the folloWing equation (11): 

[0033] Where CV1 is a cornering stiffness coefficient of 
both tire 15 and tire 16. Thus, corrective yaW moment AMZ4 
can also be computed by the folloWing equation (12): 

[0034] Equating yaW moment AMZ4 to yaW moment AMZ3 
can be accomplished by computing rear steering angle Aor 
under the folloWing equation (13) With the assumption that 
tire longitudinal stiffness coef?cient CX and tire lateral stiff 
ness Cy are approximately equal: 

v) (13) 
[0035] The present invention is an integrated active steer 
ing and braking control method based on equations (7) and 
(13) that selectively utiliZes tire speed differential signal 
AV]!1 to generate corrective yaW moment AMZ1 and/or to 
generate corrective yaW moment AMZ2 When vehicle 10 has 
an active front steering system, and selectively utiliZes tire 
speed differential signal AVh2 to generate corrective yaW 
moment AMZ3 and/or corrective moment AMZ4 When 
vehicle 10 has an active rear steering system. 

[0036] Referring to FIG. 2, an integrated active steering 
and braking control system 11 for vehicle 10 in accordance 
With the present invention is shoWn. System 11 comprises a 
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reference model 20, an estimator 30, a vehicle level brake/ 
steer controller 40, and an actuator controller 50. To imple 
ment the principals of the present invention, reference model 
20, estimator 30, vehicle level brake/steer controller 40, and 
an actuator controller 50 may include digital circuitry, 
analog circuitry, or any combination of digital circuitry and 
analog circuitry. Also, reference model 20, estimator 30, 
vehicle level brake/steer controller 40, and an actuator 
controller 50 may be programmable, a dedicated state 
machine, or a hybrid combination of programmable and 
dedicated hardWare. Additionally, reference model 20, esti 
mator 30, vehicle level brake/steer controller 40, and an 
actuator controller 50 may include any control clocks, 
interfaces, signal conditioners, ?lters, Analog-to-Digital 
(A/D) converters, Digital-to-Analog (D/A) converters, com 
munication ports, or other types of operators as Would occur 
to those having ordinary skill in the art to implement the 
principals of the present invention. 

[0037] System 11 is incorporated Within a processing 
environment of vehicle 10. HoWever, for the simplicity in 
describing the present invention, system 11 is illustrated and 
described as being separate from the processing environ 
ment of vehicle 10. Also, for the simplicity in describing the 
present invention, system 11 Will be described herein as if 
vehicle 10 includes both a front active braking system and 
a rear active steering system. HoWever, those having ordi 
nary skill in the art Will appreciate an applicability of system 
11 to a vehicle including only a front active braking system 
or a rear active steering system. 

[0038] As knoWn by those having ordinary skill in the art, 
conventional sensors (not shoWn) provide a plurality of 
signals indicative of an operational state of vehicle 10 
including, but not limited to, a driver steering Wheel angle 
signal GSWA, a front steering Wheel angle signal of, a rear 
steering Wheel angle signal or, a vehicle yaW rate signal Q, 
a lateral acceleration signal a a Wheel speed signal WS1 
(from tire 12), a Wheel speed signal WS2 (from tire 13), a 
Wheel speed signal WS3 (from tire 15), a Wheel speed signs 
WSS4 (from tire 16), and an estimated vehicle speed signal 

[0039] Reference model 20 inputs driver steering Wheel 
angle signal GSWA, lateral acceleration signal ay, and esti 
mated vehicle speed signal vX from vehicle 10. Alternative to 
lateral acceleration signal ay, reference model 20 can input 
an estimated surface coefficient of adhesion signal us from 
estimator 30. In response to the inputted signals, reference 
model 20 provides signals indicative of a feedforWard front 
steering angle correction signal ofdrl, a feedforWard rear 
steering angle correction signal 6Y5, a desired yaW rate signal 
Qdl, a desired lateral velocity signal vyd, and a desired slip 
angle signal 6d. 
[0040] Estimator 30 inputs front steering Wheel angle 
signal of, rear steering Wheel angle signal or, vehicle yaW 
rate signal Q, lateral acceleration signal a and estimated 
vehicle speed signal vX from vehicle 10. Estimator 30 further 
inputs desired yaW rate signal Qdl from reference model 20. 
In response to the inputted signals, estimator 30 provides an 
estimated surface coefficient of adhesion signal Me, an esti 
mated lateral velocity signal Vye, and an estimated slip angle 
signal Be. 
[0041] Vehicle level brake/steer controller 40 inputs front 
steering Wheel angle signal of, rear steering Wheel angle 
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signal or, vehicle yaW rate signal Q, lateral acceleration 
signal ay and estimated vehicle speed signal vX from vehicle 
10. Controller 40 further inputs desired yaW rate signal Qd, 
desired lateral velocity signal vyd, and desired slip angle 
signal [36 from reference model 20; and estimated surface 
coefficient of adhesion signal lie, estimated lateral velocity 
signal vye, and estimated slip angle signal [36 from estimator 
30. In response to the inputted signals, controller 40 pro 
vides a desired speed differential signal Av1r3t indicating a 
desired speed difference betWeen a linear speed of tire 12 
and a linear speed of tire 13 (FIGS. 1A-1D) or a desired 
speed difference betWeen a linear speed of tire 15 and a 
linear speed of tire 16 (FIGS. 1A-1D). Controller 40 further 
provides a desired front steering angle signal 6M1 indicative 
of a desired steering angle of front aXle 11 (FIGS. 1A-1D), 
and a desired rear steering angle signal 6M1 indicative of a 
desired steering angle of rear aXle 14 (FIGS. 1A-1D). 

[0042] Controller 40 only provides desired speed differ 
ential signal Av1r3t and desired front steering angle own for 
alternative embodiments of vehicle 10 only having a front 
active steering system. 

[0043] Actuator controller 50 inputs desired speed differ 
ential signal Avmt, desired front steering angle signal owl, 
and desired rear steering angle signal own from controller 
40. Controller 50 further inputs front steering Wheel angle 
signal of, rear steering Wheel angle signal or, Wheel speed 
signal W51, Wheel speed signal W52, Wheel speed signal 
W53, and Wheel speed signal WS4 from vehicle 10. In 
response to the inputted signals, actuator controller 50 
compares desired tire speed differential signal Av1r3t to either 
a speed differential betWeen tire 12 and tire 13 (FIGS. 
1A-1D) as indicated by Wheel speed signs WSS1 and Wheel 
speed signs WSS2 as Would occur to those having ordinary 
skill in the art, or a speed differential betWeen tire 15 and tire 
16 (FIGS. 1A-1D) as indicated by Wheel speed signs WSS3 
and Wheel speed signs WSS4 as Would occur to those having 
ordinary skill in the art. The result is a corrective braking 
signal Tb that is provided to a braking system (not shoWn) of 
vehicle 10. In one embodiment of vehicle 10, a brake 
actuator of the braking system appropriately adjusts brake 
pressure to a corresponding brake in response to corrective 
braking signal Tb as Would occur to those having ordinary 
skill in the art. 

[0044] Actuator controller 50 compares desired front 
steering angle signal own and front steering Wheel angle 
signal of as Would occur to those With ordinary skill in the 
art, and compares desired rear steering angle signal own and 
rear steering Wheel angle signal or as Would occur to those 
With ordinary skill in the art to thereby provide a corrective 
front steering signal Tf5 and a corrective rear steering signal 
TIS to a steering system (not shoWn) of vehicle 10. In one 
embodiment of vehicle 10, a front steering actuator of the 
steering system adjusts a position of a steering rack for aXle 
11 (FIGS. 1A-1D) in response to corrective front steering 
signal Tfs and a rear steering actuator of the steering system 
adjusts a position of a steering rack for aXle 14 (FIGS. 
1A-1D) in response to corrective rear steering signal TS. 

[0045] Referring to FIG. 3, one embodiment of reference 
model 20 in accordance With the present invention is shoWn. 
Ablock 21 converts steering Wheel angle signal esSWA into a 
corresponding angle of front tires signal ofdr as computed by 
the folloWing equation (14): 
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[0046] Where Kf(vX) is a ratio between the angle of rota 
tion of a steering Wheel of vehicle 10 (FIGS. 1A-1D) and 
front Wheels 12 and 13 (FIGS. 1A-1D). In the case of active 
front steer, front ratio K£(vX) may be speed dependent, for 
example decreasing With speed to promote maneuverability 
at loW speeds and stability at high speeds. 

[0047] A block 22 determines a feedforWard part of a 
steering angle correction by limiting a magnitude of front 
tire steering angle ofdr to a reasonable level. A desired value 
of lateral acceleration is computed from the folloWing 
equation (15): 

ayd=(VX2*6fdI)/(L+KH* VXZ) (15) 
[0048] Where L is a vehicle tirebase and KB is an under 
steer coef?cient. It folloWs from equation (15) that in order 
to limit a magnitude of this acceleration to a reasonable level 
avdrnaX (an example value of aydrnaX is 12 m/s2), a magnitude 
of steering angle ofdr has to be limited in accordance With the 
folloWing equation (16): 

[6fmax]=[aydmax]*(L+Ku*Vx2)/Vx2 (16) 
[0049] This limiting can be interpreted as adding a feed 
forWard term to the steering angle o?ff, as given by the 
folloWing equation (17): 

[0050] After the limitation, front steering angle ofd? 
desired by the driver is computed from the folloWing equa 
tion (18): 

[0051] When vehicle 10 is equipped With a traditional 
steering mechanism, the ratio K.f does not depend on speed 
of vehicle 10 and the limitation of the steering angle cannot 
be performed, (i.e. ofdrl=ofdr). 
[0052] A block 23 determines a feedforWard part of the 
rear tire steering angle 6Y5 as computed from the folloWing 
equation (19): 

61?=6rm* Krff(vx) (19) 

[0053] Where KK&(VX) is a speed dependant gain that must 
be selected to achieve an improved maneuverability (to 
reduce radius of curvature and/or driver steering effort) at 
loW speeds, an improved stability at high speeds and a 
reduction of vehicle side slip velocity (or side slip angle). 
One possible choice is requiring that the side slip velocity be 
equal to Zero in a steady state maneuver. Side slip velocity 
vySS is computed by the folloWing equation (20): 

IgI?(vx)*[a+M*b*\/X2/(Cf*L)]} (20) 
[0054] Where M is mass of vehicle 10, a and b are a 
distances of vertical axis 17 to front axle 11 and rear axle 14 
(FIGS. 1A-1D), respectively, and Cf and CI are the cornering 
stiffness coefficients of front tires 12 and 13, and rear tires 
15 and 16 (FIGS. 1A-1D), respectively. In order to make 
side slip velocity vySS equal Zero, a feedforWard gain KKEEKVX) 
is computed by the folloWing equation (21): 
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[0055] FeedforWard gain KKEKVX) is illustrated in FIG. 4 
as curve 1. Gain KKEEKVX) is negative for small speeds and 
positive for large speeds and it changes sign at a velocity vXc 
given by the folloWing equation (22): 

[0056] Thus, the sign of the rear tire steering angle 6Y5 is 
opposite to that of the front steering angle ofd? (out of phase 
steering) at loW speeds, Which improves maneuverability. At 
high speeds, rear tires 15 and 16 are steered in phase With the 
front tires 12 and 13, Which improves stability of vehicle 10. 
In practice, feedforWard gain KKEEKVX) given by equation (21) 
Would require too large rear tire steering angle 6%, Which is 
typically limited to several degrees. Also, yaW rate Q of 
vehicle 10 during cornering maneuvers Would be very 
limited at high velocities, thus compromising subjective 
handling feel. To rectify these problems, feedforWard gain 
Krmvx) can be multiplied by a factor 11, Which is less than 
1 in accordance With the folloWing equation (23): 

(Cf*L)] (23) 

[0057] With a reasonable value of 11=0.4 (the optimal value 
for a given application depends on the range of steering 
angle for rear tires 15 and 16). Gain KKEE‘KVX) given by 
equation (23) is represented by curve 2 in FIG. 4. 

[0058] According to equation (22), a velocity vXc at Which 
gain KrEE changes sign depends on cornering stiffness CI of 
rear tires 15 and 16. On slippery surfaces, the value of the 
cornering stiffness Cr, and the characteristic velocity vXc (at 
Which gain KIEE crosses Zero) Will be reduced. If the gain 
determined by equation (23) With the nominal values of 
cornering stiffness coef?cient CI that correspond to a dry 
surface are used, vehicle 10 Will exhibit a tendency to 
oversteer during driving on slippery surfaces at the veloci 
ties just beloW vXC. This is due to out of phase steering 
increasing a rate of rotation of vehicle 10. To rectify this 
problem and make the behavior of vehicle 10 acceptable 
over the entire range of surfaces, the feedforWard gain KIEE 
is chosen to be 0 for speed betWeen approximately 0.4*vXc 
and v as illustrated by curve 3 in FIG. 4. 

[0059] Ablock 24 determines a steady state desired values 
of yaW rate Qdss and side slip velocity vydss. These values 
can be computed from look up tables, Which are obtained 
from vehicle testing performed on dry surface. During tests, 
the feedforWard portion of the rear tire steering angle 6“, 
must be active and vehicle 10 must be in approximately 
steady state cornering conditions. Thus, the desired values at 
a given speed and front steering angle of represent the values 
Which vehicle 10 achieves on dry surface in steady state 
cornering With the feedforWard portion of the rear tire steer 
being active. Another Way of obtaining the desired values is 
by using analytical models. For example, the steady state 
values of yaW rate Qdss and side slip velocity vydss can be 
computed from the folloWing equations (24) and (25): 

[0060] In the equations (24) and (25), an understeer coef 
?cient Ku depends on the magnitude of lateral acceleration 
ay. When vehicle 10 is Without active rear tire steer, feed 
forWard gain KKEE=O. Since yaW rate Q and side slip velocity 
vy are overestimated at large steering angles by equations 
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(24) and (25), the desired values obtained from equations 
(24) and (25) must be limited. Areasonable maximum value 
for a magnitude of yaW rate Q can be computed from the 
following equation (26): 

Q......X=g/v.. <26) 

[0061] Where g is acceleration of gravity. The limited 
value of a desired yaW rate Qdssl can be computed from the 
folloWing equation (27): 

[0062] The limited value of lateral velocity vydssl can be 
computed from the folloWing equation (28): 

vydSS1=[QdSS/(1-K?)]*{b-M’ka*vX2/(CI*L)+KI?*[a+ 
M*b*v..2/<Cf*L>]} <28) 

[0063] Ablock 25 receives steady state yaW rate Qdssl and 
lateral velocity Vydss. Block 25 represents a desired dynam 
ics of vehicle 10 and the delay in the generation of tire lateral 
forces. In the linear range of handling, the transfer functions 
betWeen front steering angle ofd? and desired yaW rate Qd 
and betWeen front steering angle ofd? and desired lateral 
velocity vyd can be computed by the folloWing equations 
(29) and (30): 

and, IZZ is the moment of inertia of vehicle 10 about axis 17, 
ZQ(vX) and ZW(VX) are Zeros of the corresponding transfer 
functions, <Q(vX) is the damping coefficient, and uun(vX) is the 
undamped natural frequency. 

[0065] When vehicle 10 has active rear tire steer, the Zeros 
of the transfer functions depend on feedforWard gain KKK. 
Each one of the above transfer functions can be represented 
as a product of a steady-state value (corresponding to s=0) 
and a term representing the dynamics can be computed by 
the folloWing equations (31) and (32): 

[0067] Thus, the dynamic values of the desired yaW rate 
Qd and lateral velocity vyd can by obtained by passing the 
steady state values through the differential (or difference) 
equations (With parameters dependent on speed) represent 
ing the dynamics of the transfer functions GQ‘(s) and Gvy‘(s). 

[0068] In a block 26, the values of desired yaW rate Qd and 
side slip velocity vyd are subsequently passed through ?rst 
order ?lters representing a delay in generating tire forces due 
to tire relaxation length. Block 26 can be represented as a 
transfer function in accordance With the folloWing equation 
(35): 
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[0069] in Which a ?lter parameter af(vX) is speed depen 
dent. In the case of vehicle 10 having active rear tire steer, 
one of the control objectives is to achieve quick response of 
vehicle 10 to steering inputs. Thus, in this case, the dynamics 
of vehicle 10 as represented by the transfer functions (31) 
and (32) can be ignored, since vehicle 10 can respond faster 
to steering inputs With active rear steer than a conventional 
vehicle. 

[0070] The desired values of yaW rate Qd and lateral 
velocity vyd obtained as outputs of block 26 may be subse 
quently limited in magnitude by a block 27 depending on the 
surface conditions. A block 27 can utiliZe either an explicit 
estimate of surface coef?cient of adhesion in lateral direc 
tion pL or a magnitude of lateral acceleration ay. In the ?rst 
case, a limited value of desired yaW rate Qdl is computed 
from the 20 folloWing equation (36): 

9d if IQdI SMHg/VX (36) 

9d! = { 
(m *g/vx) *sigm?d) if IQdI > m *g/vx 

[0071] If the magnitude of lateral acceleration ay is used 
by block 27, the limited desired yaW rate Qdl is computed 
from the folloWing equation (37): 

[0072] Where Aay is a constant positive value, for example 
2 m/s2. The magnitude of desired lateral velocity VVd is 
limited by the value obtained from equation (26) With the 
desired yaW rate at steady state Qdss replaced by the limited 
desired yaW rate Qdl. 

[0073] Block 27 also outputs a desired side slip angle pd 
that can be computed as an arctangent function of the ratio 
of desired lateral velocity to longitudinal velocity in accor 
dance With the folloWing equation (38): 

[0074] Referring to FIG. 5, an embodiment of estimator 
30 (FIG. 2) for estimating surface coefficient of adhesion us 
is shoWn. A block 31 performs preliminary calculations. 
First, it is recogniZed that the most robust signal available is 
yaW rate Q, and an entry and an exit conditions are depen 
dent mainly on a yaW rate error, ie a difference betWeen the 
desired yaW rate Qdl and measured yaW rate Q, and to a 
lesser extent on measured lateral acceleration ay (entry 
condition only). Thus, a yaW rate error is calculated and 
?ltered, and lateral acceleration ay is ?ltered. 

[0075] Second, When vehicle 10 (FIGS. 1A-1D) reaches 
the limit of adhesion in a steady turn, a surface coef?cient of 
adhesion can be determined as a ratio of the magnitude of a 
?ltered lateral acceleration ay?lt to a maximum lateral accel 
eration ayrnaX that vehicle 10 can sustain on dry pavement as 
shoWn in the folloWing equation (39): 
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[0076] Where pL_temp is a temporary estimate of surface 
coef?cient of adhesion in the lateral direction, and ay?lt is 
?ltered lateral acceleration, Which is also corrected for the 
effects of measured gravity components resulting from 
vehicle body roll and bank angle of the road. 

[0077] A block 32 is designed to recogniZe situations 
When vehicle 10 operates at or close to the limit of adhesion 
and estimates a lateral surface coef?cient of adhesion pL 
from measured lateral acceleration ay. This estimate is 
calculated by identifying one of the folloWing three condi 
tions. 

[0078] First, entry conditions are tested during a stage S1. 
Entry conditions are When vehicle 10 is handling at the limit 
of adhesion and is not in a quick transient maneuver. Under 
entry conditions, stage S2 sets coef?cient of adhesion pL 
equal to temporary estimate of surface coef?cient of adhe 
sion pL_temp as calculated by equation (37). 

[0079] Second, exit conditions are tested during a stage 
S3. Exit conditions indicate vehicle 10 is Well beloW the 
limit of adhesion (Within the linear range of handling 
behavior). Under exit conditions, a stage S4 resets coef? 
cient of adhesion pL to a default value of 1. 

[0080] Third, When neither the entry conditions nor the 
exit conditions are met, a stage S5 holds coefficient of 
adhesion pL unchanged from a previous value (i.e. holding 
conditions). The only exception is When the magnitude of 
measured lateral acceleration ay exceeds the maximum value 
predicted using currently held estimate. In this case, stage S5 
calculates coefficient of adhesion ML as if vehicle 10 Was in 
an entry condition. 

[0081] The entry conditions are met during stage S1 When 
the folloWing three (3) conditions are simultaneously satis 
?ed. The ?rst condition is either (1) the magnitude of the 
yaW rate error, that is the difference betWeen the desired yaW 
rate Qd and the measured yaW rate Q being greater than a 
threshold as computed in the folloWing equation (40): 

[0082] Where the typical value of YaW_Thershold1 is 
0.123 rad/s=7 deg/s); or (2) the magnitude of yaW rate error 
being greater than a loWer threshold YaW_Threshold2 for 
some time Te as computed in the folloWing equation (41): 

IQFQImpYaWiThreSI/mZdZ for Te seconds (41) 

[0083] Where YaW_Threshold2 depends on the magnitude 
of desired yaW rate Qd or measured yaW rate Q. For 

example, YaW_Threshold2=4 deg/s +5 *|Qd|=0.07 rad/s+ 
0.09*1|Qd|, Where Qd is the desired yaW rate in [rad/s]. A 
typical value of the time period Te for Which this condition 
must be satis?ed is 0.3 sec. The threshold YaW_Threshold1 
used in equation (40) may also depend on the magnitude of 
desired yaW rate Qd or measured yaW rate Q. 

[0084] The second condition is the signs of the ?ltered 
lateral acceleration ay?ltl and the Weighted sum of yaW rate 
Q and the derivative of yaW rate are the same in accordance 
With the folloWing mathematical expression (42): 
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[0085] Where Q is the measured yaW rate and dQ/dt is its 
derivative. The magnitude of the ?ltered lateral acceleration 
ay?lt is limited from equation (43): 

[0086] Where ayrnin is a constant With a typical value of 0.2 
M/s2. Thus if ay?lt is very small in magnitude, it is replaced 
by the ayrnin With a sign the same as the desired yaW rate Qd. 
This limit is needed to improve estimation on very slick 
surfaces (e. g. ice) When the magnitude of lateral acceleration 
ay is comparable to the effect of noise, so that the sign of ay?lt 
cannot be established. 

[0087] The recommended values in equation (42) for the 
constant YaW_Der_Mult is 0.5 and for Sign_Comp is 0.035 
(if Q is in rad/s and dQ/dt in rad/s2). 

[0088] In order to alloW lateral acceleration ay to fully 
build up at the beginning of maneuver and after each change 
in sign, before it can be used for estimation of surface 
coef?cient ML, a condition is used that requires both the 
desired yaW rate Qdl and lateral acceleration ay to have the 
same signs for a speci?c time period (necessary for the 
acceleration to build up). In order to keep track of hoW long 
the desired yaW rate Qd and lateral acceleration ay have had 
the same signs, a timer is introduced. In accordance With an 
equation (44), the timer becomes Zero When the desired yaW 
rate Qd and lateral acceleration ay have opposite signs and 
counts the time that elapses from the moment the signs 
become and remain the same. 

0 When Qd * ay?m < Ayisignicomp (44) 

timer : 

timer + loopitime otherwise 

[0089] Where Qd is the desired yaW rate in [rad/s] and 
Ay_sign_comp is a constant With a typical value of 0.2 m/s3. 

[0090] The third condition is either (1) the signs of the 
desired yaW rate Qd and measured lateral acceleration ay are 
the same and they have been the same for some time in 
accordance With folloWing equation (45): 

timer>hold_time (45) 

[0091] The hold_time in equation (42) can be 0.25 s, or (2) 
the magnitude of a derivative of lateral acceleration day/dt is 
less than a threshold in accordance With the folloWing 
mathematical equation (46): 

|day/dt| <AyiDeriThresh (46) 

[0092] A recommended value of the threshold, Ay_Der 
_Thresh=2.5 m/s3. The derivative day/dt is obtained by 
passing ?ltered lateral acceleration ay?l through a high pass 
?lter With a transfer function af* s/(s+af) With a typical value 
of af=6 rad/s. 

[0093] The exit conditions are met during stage S3 When 
the folloWing tWo (2) conditions are simultaneously satis 
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?ed. The ?rst condition is the magnitude of yaW rate error table. The estimate is ?nally limited from below by pernin 
?ltered is less than or equal to a threshold as illustrated in the (typical value is 0.2) and from above by pemax (1.0). 

fOHOWmg equanon (47): [0102] The (un?ltered) estimate of surface coefficient in 
|Qd_Q|?h§YaWiThreSh0ld3 (47) lateral direction, ‘ML, Was found to be good for estimation of 

vehicle side slip angle. HoWever, for control purposes, the 
[0094] With a typical Vahle of YaW_ThreSh01d3=0-10 rad/ estimate of the surface coef?cient in lateral direction may be 
5- too loW in some situations (for eXample during heavy 

braking on slick surfaces) and may cause unnecessary tight 
control of slip angle. Therefore, for the purpose of control 
the estimated surface coef?cient is increased When the 
magnitude of the estimated vehicle longitudinal acceleration 
eXceeds certain value. Note that separate thresholds on yaW 
rate error for the entry and eXit conditions are used, With the 

[0096] Where the Value Of YaW_Thf6Sh01d4=0-06 rad/S iS thresholds on the eXit conditions being a little tighter. 
recommended and the ?lter is a ?rst order ?lter With a cutoff 
frequency of 1.8 rad/s, eg a ?lter With a transfer function 

af/(s+af) With af=1.8 rad/s). The thresholds YaW_Threshold3 
and YaW_Thereshold4 may depend on the magnitude of 
desired yaW rate Qd or the measured yaW rate Q. 

[0095] The second condition is a loW-pass ?ltered version 
of the magnitude of the yaW rate error is less than or equal 
to a threshold as illustrated in the folloWing equation (48): 

[0103] Referring to FIG. 6, an embodiment of estimator 
30 (FIG. 2) for estimating the actual lateral velocity and slip 
angle of vehicle 10 (FIGS. 1A-1D) as a function of front 
steering Wheel angle signal 6f, rear steering Wheel angle 
signal 6r, yaW rate signal Q, estimated vehicle speed signal 

[0097] A block 33 Corrects Surface estimate ML for load vX, and the estimated lateral surface coef?cient of adhesion 
transfer. Because of the effects of load transfer to the outside (‘L 1S_ SheWh-_ The Shh ahgle esthhatloh hhplethehts ah 
tires during cornering, Which is smaller on slippery surfaces heretwe hehhhear Closed 100? Observer t0_ deterthlhe the 
than on dry roads, lateral acceleration ay is not directly esthhated Vehlele lateral Veleelty Vye ahd Shh ahgle he 
proportional to the Surface eoefheieht of adhesioh #L To [0104] Ablock 36 of the observer estimates the side slip 
aeeohht for this efteet> the Surface esthhate ?mtethp eoth' angles of front aXle 11 and rear aXle 14 using the folloWing 
puted from equation (37), is corrected using the folloWing equations (51a) and (51b); 
equation (49): 

m=llh_temp*(ci+cz*m_temp) (49) Otm=[Vye(k-1)—b*Q]/VX—6I (51b) 

[0098] Where C1<1_ and Gil-C1, 50 that on dry Surface [0105] Where vye(k—1) is the estimated lateral velocity 
#L=#L_teII1P=1, Whhe 0h ShPPery Surfaces ?if?mtehlll from the previous iteration of the observer, and 0tfe and are 
Example Values are CEO-85 and C2=0-15- are the estimated front and rear aXle side slip angles, 

respectively. The steering angles 5% and er are the actual 
(measured) steering angles of front tires 12 and 13, and rear 
tires 15 and 16, respectively, including the corrective terms. 

[0099] A block 34 limits surface estimate ‘ML from beloW 
by a value ttLmin (a typical value 0.07) and may be limited 
from above by #Lmax (a typical value 1.2). Surface estimate 
#1 can be passed through a sleW ?lter, Which limits the rate [0106] Ablock 37 of the observer estimates lateral forces 
of change of the estimate to a speci?ed value, for eXample Fyfe of the front aXle 11 according to one of tWo functions as 
2/sec, or a loW pass ?lter. illustrated in the folloWing equation (52): 

_Cf*afE*(1_(bCf*(|afE|/#L)))B if|l1fE|<llL*l1f* (52) 
Fyfe : 

[0100] A block 35 estimates total surface coefficient of [0107] Where sf is a small non-negative number (the slope 
adhesion us using the following equation (50): of the Fyf-etf curve at the limit of adhesion), e.g., sf=0.05, 

and Where of, is de?ned by the folloWing equation (53): 

H, = [0108] Where bcf is de?ned by the folloWing equation (54): 

mm + man - ALBA/emf?” when |axe| > AxcDz bCFCf/(Wf), (54) 

[0109] Where Nf is de?ned by the folloWing equation (55): 

[0101] Where AX_DZ is the dead-Zone applied to the Nf‘=M*b*(aymX+Aa)/(a+b) (55) 
estimated longitudinal acceleration (a typical value is 2m/s2) _ _ _ 
and aXrnaX is a maXimum longitudinal deceleration Which [0110] _Where ayrnaX IS the maxhhum laterel aeeileraheh 
vehicle 10 can achieve on dry surface (a typical value is 9 that vehlele 10 eah shstalh Oh a dry shrzfaee 1h Ih/S ahd_ A8 
m/s2). The square root function in the above expression can 15 a Posltlve eohstaht, e-g-> 43:05 th/S - M 15 the hothlhal 
be replaced by a simpli?ed linear equation or by a look-up value of the total vehicle mass. 
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[0111] The observer similarly estimates lateral forces Fyrs 
of the rear axle 14 according to the following equation (56): 

-c, we *(1- w M). 

[0112] Where sI is a small non-negative number, e.g., 
sr=0.05 and Where err. is de?ned by the following equation 
(57): 

OLI.=1/(2*bm,) (57) 

[0113] Where bCr is de?ned by the folloWing equation (58): 

bcI=CI/(4*NI~), (58) 

[0114] Where NH is de?ned by the folloWing equation 
(59): 

ymax 

[0115] A block 38 of the observer then estimates a state 
variable q(k) related to lateral velocity according to the 
folloWing equation (60): 

11(k)=q(k-1)+Al*{-(1+g2)*VX*Q+((1+g3)/M—a*g1/1ZZ) 
*Fired(1+g3)/M+b*g1/1ZZ]*FyIe+(g2—g3)my 
g4 AA (60) 

[0116] Where AAy is de?ned by the folloWing equation 
(61): 

AAy=ay-(Fyfe+Fy,e)/M, (61) 

[0117] and AAyf is AAy passed through a ?rst order digital 
loW pass ?lter, for example, With a cut off frequency of 1 
rad/s. 

[0118] Ablock 39 of the observer uses state variable q(k) 
to determine estimates of lateral velocity vye and slip angle 
[36 using equations (62) and (63): 

[0119] The gains g1, g2, g3 and g4 are tuning parameters 
preset by a system designer, typically through experimen 
tation on a test vehicle, and may vary from implementation 
to implementation. The estimated lateral velocity vye and the 
estimated slip angle [36 are the main outputs of the observer. 

[0120] Referring to FIG. 7, one embodiment of controller 
40 in accordance With the present invention is shoWn. In 
controller 40, an overall corrective yaW moment is deter 
mined and expressed in terms of a desired speed differential 
signal Av1r3t (Which is achieved by differential braking) 
betWeen either front tire 12 and front tire 13 (FIGS. 1A-1D), 
or rear tire 15 and rear tire 16 (FIGS. 1A-1D). The corrective 
yaW moment is also expressed in terms of a summation of 
front steer angle correction signal Aof and front steering 
angle signal ofdrl (FIG. 2) to form the total front steering 
angle signal oftd and in terms of a summation of rear steer 
angle correction signal Aor and rear steering angle signal 6Y5 
(FIG. 2) to form the total desired rear steer angle signal 6nd. 
The magnitudes of total desired rear steer angle signal 6nd 
and the total desired front steering angle signal oftd may be 
subsequently limited to desired rear steering angle signal 
own and desired front steering angle signal 6M1, respectively. 
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[0121] A block 41 calculates desired speed differential 
signal Avm, front steer angle correction signal Aof and rear 

(56) 

steer angle correction signal Aor. The corrective yaW 
moment is obtained by a feedback control operating on the 
yaW rate error and the side slip velocity (or side slip angle) 
error. The yaW rate error Qd—§2 is the difference betWeen the 
desired yaW rate signal Qd and measured yaW rate signal Q. 
Similarly, the side slip velocity error is the difference 
betWeen the desired side slip velocity signal vyd and the 
estimated side slip velocity signal vye. The control laW is 
essentially a PD (proportional and derivative) feedback 
control laW, in Which the control gains depend on vehicle 
speed signal vX, estimated surface coef?cient of adhesion 
signal Me, and on the magnitude of the estimated vehicle slip 
angle error. Thus, for the delta velocity signal Avm, the 
control laW equation (64) may be Written as folloWs: 

[0122] Where kQp(vX,pe) and kQd(vX,pe) are the propor 
tional and derivative yaW rate gains, While lglyp(vx,pe, "3d 
[3e|) and kVyd(VX, ye, |pd—pe|) are the proportional and deriva 
tive lateral velocity gains. The magnitudes of the gains for 
each velocity and surface coef?cient are tuned through 
vehicle testing and are implemented as look up tables. 
Typically, the proportional yaW rate gain kQp(vX,pe) and 
derivative yaW rate gain kQd(vX, ye) increase nearly propor 
tionally With vehicle speed vX and decrease as the estimated 
surface coef?cient of adhesion ye increases. The lateral 
Velocity gains’ klyp(vx’tue> H3d_[3e|) and k/yd(VX,ll/t6, H3d_[3e|)’ 
increase With vehicle speed and increase quite rapidly on 
slippery surfaces. This is done to provide a proper balance 
betWeen yaW control and side slip control. On dry surfaces, 
the yaW rate feedback control usually dominates to achieve 
responsive handling, While on slippery surface the control of 
side slip increases to achieve better stability. In addition, the 
slip angle gains may depend on the magnitude of side slip 
angle error, With the gain generally increasing as the side slip 
angle error increases. For example, the gain may be Zero or 
close to Zero When the magnitude of side slip angle error is 
beloW a threshold, and increases as the side slip angle error 
increases in magnitude. 

[0123] There exist several modi?cations of the control 
laW, Which may be considered the special cases of the 
control laW (64). First, the desired side slip velocity and side 
slip angle may be set to Zero. In this case, the last tWo terms 
in equation (64) are proportional and derivative terms With 
respect to side slip velocity, rather than side slip errors. In 
this case, the desired side slip velocity does not need to be 
computed, Which simpli?es the algorithm. This simpli?ca 
tion is justi?ed, because at higher speeds the desired side slip 
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angles are small, especially for active rear steer vehicles. 
Further simpli?cation may be achieved by deleting the third 
term in the control laW (64), involving the side slip velocity. 
In this case, the control laW includes P (proportional) and D 
(derivative) yaW rate terms, but only a derivative lateral 
velocity term. In that manner, the estimation of vehicle side 
slip velocity is avoided and the algorithm is further simpli 
?ed. The control gains may depend on Whether vehicle is in 
oversteer or understeer condition. 

[0124] As discussed earlier, differential speed signal Avh3 
determined for the brake controller can be converted into 
equivalent steering angle correction signal Aér for rear aXle 
14 and front steering angle correction signal Aof for aXle 12. 
Thus the feedback portions of the front or rear steering 
angles can be computed from equations (65) and (66): 

A5I=gf(vX, MEVAVM (65) 

A5t=gI(vX, MEVAVM (66) 

[0125] Where the gains can vary With speed and the 
estimated surface coefficient of adhesion. 

[0126] Block 42 determines a vehicle steer ?ag, Which 
determines Whether vehicle 10 is in understeer (?ag=1) or 
oversteer (?ag=0). The folloWing is an eXample of steer ?ag 
determination. 

[0127] Vehicle 10 is in understeer if either front steering 
angle signal of, control signal Avh3 and lateral acceleration 
signal ay are all in the same direction or When vehicle 10 is 
ploWing on a slippery surface. Vehicle 10 is in oversteer if 
either front steering angle signal 5% is in different direction 
from control signal Avm; or front steering angle signal 6f 
and control signal Avh3 are in the same direction, but lateral 
acceleration signal ay is in opposite direction. If neither 
oversteer nor understeer conditions are satis?ed, previous 
steer de?nition is held. It is theoretically possible that 
vehicle 10 is ploWing (understeer) and front steering angle 
signal 5% and control signal Avh3 have opposite signs (over 
steer). In this case vehicle state is considered oversteer (i.e. 
oversteer overrides understeer if both are true). 

[0128] The situation When vehicle 10 is ploWing is iden 
ti?ed When the magnitude of the desired yaW rate Qd is 
signi?cantly larger than the magnitude of measured yaW rate 
Q over a pre-de?ned period of time, and the measured yaW 
rate Q is small. This can happen only on very slippery road 
surface. In this situation, We do not demand that front 
steering angle signal of, control signal Avh3 and lateral 
acceleration signal ay have the same signs, in order to 
declare understeer, since lateral acceleration signal ay may 
be very small in magnitude. 

[0129] The over/understeer ?ag is used to further in?uence 
the control actions. If the brake control system is a four 
channel system, ie it can actively apply brakes to either 
front tires 12 and 13 (FIGS. 1A-1D) or rear tires 15 and 16 
(FIGS. 1A-1D), then the control command Avh3 is applied 
to tire 12 and/or tire 13 When vehicle 10 is in oversteer and 
to tire 15 and/or tire 16 When vehicle 10 is in understeer. For 
a tWo channel system, the control command Avh3 is alWays 
applied to tire 12 and/or tire 13. The actual commanded 
differential speed signal Avh3 is corrected for the difference 
in tire velocities, resulting from kinematics of turn. During 
cornering maneuvers, free rolling tires have a speed differ 
ence equal to the product of vehicle yaW rate Q, and the 
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track Width tW. Thus, the target tire slip difference can be 
computed from equation (67): 

Avk3‘=Avh3+tW*Q (67) 
[0130] When the driver is not braking, the velocity dif 
ference betWeen front tires 12 and 13 is achieved by braking 
of one or both front tires 12 and 13, and the velocity 
difference betWeen rear tires 15 and 16 is achieved by 
braking of one or both front tires 15 and 16. When driver is 
braking, the braking force may also be reduced on the 
opposite side, if braking of the desired tire reached a 
saturation point Without achieving the desired speed differ 
ence. 

[0131] A block 43 tests entry and eXits conditions for 
applying the brake command Av1r3t to vehicle 10. The brake 
command Av1r3t is applied only if entry conditions for the 
active brake control are established and only until the eXit 
conditions for active brake control satis?ed. First, the esti 
mated vehicle speed signal vX must be above a certain entry 
speed vmin, Which is rather loW, for eXample 5 mph. If this 
condition is satis?ed, then the brake system becomes active 
When the magnitude of yaW rate error exceeds a threshold 
value, Which depends on vehicle speed signal vX, front 
steering angle signal 6f and over or understeer ?ag. The yaW 
rate error consists of a proportional and a derivative terms. 
Thus the entry condition can be computed from the folloW 
ing equation (68): 

[0132] Where k6 is a constant and Qthresh(vx, of, steer_?ag) 
is a threshold, Which depends on the vehicle speed signal vX, 
front steering angle signal 5% and steer ?ag. It is larger in 
understeer condition than in oversteer. The entry conditions 
for the brake system are signi?cantly relaxed, or even the 
system may not be alloW to enter, When vehicle 10 is being 
braked in ABS mode. In this case, the directional control is 
provided by steering only, until the errors in yaW folloWing 
are quite large. In the case of braking on split mu surface (a 
surface With signi?cantly different coef?cients of adhesion 
under left and right tires) the entire correction of the yaW 
motion is provided by steering alone. This is done in order 
to avoid compromising the stopping distance. 

[0133] An eXit condition is established if the magnitude of 
the yaW rate error, as de?ned above, is beloW a predeter 
mined yaW rate error threshold (Which is loWer than the 
entry threshold) for a speci?ed period of time or When 
vehicle speed drops beloW a certain value. 

[0134] When entry conditions are not met, the active brake 
control system is disabled. During this time vehicle dynamic 
behavior is controlled through active steer control, front or 
rear, Which do not have entry conditions. A block 44 
determines total commanded targeted control valves. First, 
rear steering angle 6nd is computed as the sum of the 
feedforWard part 6Y5 and the feedback part Aér in accordance 
With the folloWing equation (69): 

[0135] If vehicle 10 is in oversteer, the commanded rear 
steer angle is limited in order to limit the side slip angle of 
the rear tires to a maXimum value otmwxwe), Which depends 
on the estimated surface coef?cient of adhesion (it decreases 
When the surface estimate decreases). Typical shapes of the 
curves relating lateral force to the tire slip angle for tWo 
different surfaces are shoWn in FIG. 8. Increasing slip angle 
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beyond annex leads to decline in the magnitude of lateral 
force on most surfaces. The purpose is to avoid increasing 
slip angle beyond that corresponding to the peak lateral 
force. This yields the folloWing equation (70): 

6nd otherwise 

[0136] Similarly, the commanded front steer angle correc 
tion, Aoftd consists of the feedforWard part 6% and the 
feedback part Aof in accordance With folloWing equation 
(71): 

A6?d=6EEf+A6f (71) 
[0137] The total desired steering angle oftd is the sum of 
the steering angle correction and the angle commanded by 
the driver ofdr as computed from the folloWing equation (72): 

6?d=6fdI+A6ftd (72) 
[0138] This steering may subsequently be a subject of the 
folloWing limitation. If vehicle is in an understeer condition, 
then the total front tire steering angle oftd is limited to by the 
folloWing equation (73): 

6M otherwise 

[0139] Where otfmaxcue) is a front tires slip angle corre 
sponding to maXimum lateral force. It is a function of the 
estimated surface coefficient of adhesion Me. 

[0140] Thus, during normal vehicle operation, vehicle 10 
is controlled through steering inputs only, Which are quite 
effective in controlling vehicle yaW motion in and close to 
the linear range of handling behavior. Only if the actual 
response of vehicle 10 signi?cantly deviates from the 
desired response, the active brake control is activated in 
addition to the steering control. 

[0141] While the embodiments of the present invention 
disclosed herein are presently considered to be preferred, 
various changes and modi?cations can be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. The 
scope of the invention is indicated in the appended claims, 
and all changes that come Within the meaning and range of 
equivalents are intended to be embraced therein. 

1. An integrated active steering and braking control 
method for a vehicle, the vehicle including an aXle, a ?rst 
tire, a second tire, a steering system, and a braking system, 
said method comprising: 

determining a ?rst corrective yaW moment as a function 
of a steering angle of the aXle; 

determining a second corrective yaW moment as a func 
tion of a speed differential betWeen the ?rst tire and the 
second tire; 
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providing a corrective steering signal to the steering 
system Whereby said ?rst corrective yaW moment is 
applied to the vehicle; and 

providing a corrective braking signal to the braking 
system Whereby said second corrective yaW moment is 
applied to the vehicle. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein 

said corrective steering signal and said corrective braking 
signal are concurrently provided Whereby said ?rst 
corrective yaW moment and said second corrective yaW 
moment are concurrently applied to the vehicle. 

3. An integrated active steering and braking control 
method for a vehicle, the vehicle including an aXle, a ?rst 
tire, and a second tire, said method comprising: 

determining a desired speed differential betWeen the 
speed of the ?rst tire and the speed of the second tire; 
and 

determining a desired steering angle of the aXle as a 
function of said desired speed differential. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

determining a corrective braking signal as a function of 
said desired speed differential. 

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

determining a corrective steering signal as a function of 
said desired steering angle. 

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

applying a limitation to said desired steering angle; and 

determining a corrective steering signal as a function of 
said desired steering angle in vieW of said limitation. 

7. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 

selectively determining a corrective braking signal as a 
function of said desired speed differential; and 

determining a corrective steering signal as a function of 
said desired steering angle. 

8. An integrated active steering and braking control 
method for a vehicle, the vehicle including an aXle, a ?rst 
tire, and a second tire, said method comprising: 

receiving a plurality of operational signals indicative of an 
operational state of the vehicle; 

determining a feedforWard portion of a corrective front 
steering angle signal in response to said plurality of 
operational signals; and 

determining a feedforWard portion of a corrective rear 
steering angle signal in response to said plurality of 
operational signals. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 

determining a desired yaW rate in response to said plu 
rality of operational signals; 

determining a desired side slip velocity in response to said 
plurality of operational signals; and 

determining a desired side slip angle in response to said 
plurality of operational signals. 

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 

estimating a surface coef?cient of adhesion in response to 
said plurality of operational signals 




